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Attention: Honourable Kat Doust MLC,
Chair,
Standing Committee - ULSRC,
Legislative Council,
Parliament House
Perth WA 6000
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Dear Kat,
Inquiry into Rail Safety National Law (WA) Bill 2014.
SCT is pleased to have the opportunity to make a submission to the Standing Committee on
Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review Committee (the Committee) in relation to the above
bill. We believe that this Bill will drive significant improvement in the efficiency and safety of rail
in Western Australia. We believe that this Bill and the national structure, to which it fits, will
retain sovereignty and law-making powers of the Parliament of Western Australia while
contributing benefits to the WA economy through efficient and cost effective regulation.
In Australia, we operate the largest trains in the world in the Pilbara at 32,000tonnes. We have
some of the largest metropolitan rail networks. We have the largest tram network, the steepest
railway, longest railway straight line and some of the remotest operations in the world. Perth is
the remotest city in the world. If you travel from the East Coast of Australia to Perth, you have
travelled half way to Madagascar!
SCT provides Australia's most efficient and independent freight services. Established in
Melbourne in 1974, SCT is now a national, multi-modal transport and logistics company.
•
•
•
•
•
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First private company in Australia to operate a non-Government rail freight
service
SCT has one of the most modern and innovative rail fleets in the country
We operate a series of rail freight warehouses and associated rail facilities
SOT Logistics has over 800 full time / permanent staff
SCT Logistics is Australia's largest developer of rail integrated property projects
($350 million over 10 years)
SCT operates the heaviest main line intermodal trains in Australia at up to 8,500
tonnes

SCT is a specialist rail operator between the East Coast of Australia and Perth, operating trains
in some of the remotest and harshest environments in the world. SCT locomotives have high
utilisation given the long distances travelled. Our fleet of state of the art 4500hp AC locomotives
and are in weekly operation between Parkes, Melbourne and Perth. This is a return trip of
nearly 7000km.
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Rail and road operations are distinguished by quite different competitive advantages driven by
their respective technologies. Rail, is capital intensive and requires economies of scale to
remain viable. Road is less capital intensive and has a lower threshold economies of scale, but
higher variable operating costs.
In general rail is most economic over long distances, or moving high volumes of freight
compared to alternative modes of land transport (road and air). Road with it's much higher
reliance of fossil fuel (rail uses 10% of the fuel road does per tonne moved) cannot compete
with rail over long line haul distances, however rail has much higher consolidation costs to
generate the volume of freight in one location, to make a train of sufficient size to operate
economically. As a rough rule of thumb, the consolidation and deconsolidation cost for rail in
the market place where road can be contestable for freight, currently requires approximately
500km 2 line haul, to achieve the fuel savings necessary to overcome the consolidation costs.
Where high volumes of freight are available in a single location, minimising consolidation costs,
rail can be significantly more economic than a road operation. This can be seen in metropolitan
commuter networks with dense populations and in the mineral industry where large volumes of
freight move from a single origin point like a mine to a port.
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Rail can never provide full coverage of the land based transport market. Rail where it is
economically efficient to do so, can significantly reduce harmful environmental emissions, the
use of non-renewable fuels and safety to the community.
Rail now moves more gross tonnes per kilometre than road, but I believe rail can and will into
the future, be able to contest a greater share of the land transport market. However, we must
be mindful that rail will never efficiently service small communities with low volume freight
needs. I do believe that rail can achieve economically efficient shorter haul operations and
justify infrastructure investments in shorter line haul rail lines, at lower costs if we innovate and
reduce regulatory "red tape".
Figure
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Australian Infrastructure Statistics -- Yearbook 2012; Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure, Transport &
Regional Economics.
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In recent history, SCT operated services through four regulatory jurisdictions, each with quite
distinct regulatory practices, driven by local and often parochial interests, adding very significant
costs to rail transport across jurisdictions. There still is often duplication where each regulator
requires tests and assessments to be repeated for their jurisdiction, despite there being no
change in the outcome.
There are many examples, which I would be delighted to present to the committee in person, if
so required. In summary, WA lends itself to rail, with rail having a market share of East West
freight transport of over 80%. More than any other state, WA carries an economic burden from
rail regulation being inefficient.
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SCT also recognises the importance of the Parliament of Western Australia maintaining
sovereignty and law-making powers for the benefit of its constituents. In this respect, there are
multiple references to the responsible minister who administers the Act in WA at key decision
points having important rights to protect the interests and sovereignty of the Parliament of
Western Australia.
In particular we draw the committee's attention to section 67 (3) where it is essential for the
regulator in making important determinations, to consult with "the Premier or Chief Minister, the
Treasurer, and any other Minister" of WA, after preparing a cost benefit analysis to ensure that
the appropriate Minister and the Parliament are properly informed of issues impacting on the
sovereignty of WA. Similar clauses are repeated in Sections 72, 104, 175 and 198.
It is SCT's view that the Bill strikes a good balance between preserving the sovereignty of the
Western Australian Parliament and economic, efficient rail operations. More than any other
state, WA relies on efficient and economic rail operations.
Once again, I would be more than happy to prepare a presentation to the committee on how this
act benefits the rail industry and as a consequence the economy of WA.
Regards

f )
Brian M c Naught
National Rail Accreditation
Compliance Manager
SCT Logistics
Phone 03 9269 5439; Mobile 0416 027 422
Brian. mcnauq ht sctloq istics.com.au
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